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Domus Windows & Doors:
Hurricane protection 2.0
Prior to Hurricane Irma,
the thought of the strongest possible hurricane
(category 5) battering the
island of Sint Maarten/
Saint Martin was unthinkable. Hurricane protection
was not taken seriously by
most, and products claiming to be “hurricane proof”
were accepted at face value by the market.

out. Despite this information being in the public domain, many people chose to
largely ignore the two primary causes of window and
door failures, namely: windborne debris and pressure
from hurricane wind.
In many cases, suppliers
provided products they felt
should be adequate, but
were only partially tested or
not tested at all. The devastation caused by hurricane
shutter failure and window/
door failure was immense!

Few people realised how important properly designed
windows and doors were, or
that if their windows, doors
or hurricane shutters were
to fail, wind pressure would
build up to ridiculous levels
and lift oﬀ the roof and/or
explode the building from
inside.
The US Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) publishes the following information: “Windows and glazed portions
of doors are vulnerable to
impact from windborne
debris. Once broken, wind
forces or pressure inside a
building are dramatically
increased when the building’s envelope is breached
causing signiﬁcant damage
from this internal pressurization.”

The four basics of hurricane resistant units were
often ignored:

Once windows or doors fail;
at best, the winds and rain
enter the building and cause
extensive damage to its contents and threaten the lives
of those inside; at worst,
the building explodes from

the inside out, with roof or
walls being ripped apart.
During Hurricane Irma,
there were numerous examples across the island of
roofs lifted and walls blown

tͳF GSBNFT  NVMMJPOT BOE
other structural elements
of windows, doors and
hurricane shutters must
be strong enough to withstand the highest possible
wind speeds. At 200 miles
per hour, the pressure from
the hurricane will be 100
pounds per square foot – a
typical window will receive
2,000 pounds of force, a
large sliding patio door up
to 10,000 pounds; in many,
many cases, windows and
doors failed from wind load
tͳF HMB[JOH NVTU CF DBQBble of withstanding multiple
strikes by windborne debris;
many windows and doors
had regular glass which
shattered after being struck
by any object. While some
units used laminated glass,
the laminate was insuﬃciently thick and strong to
withstand ﬂying debris
tͳF HMB[JOH NVTU CF TFcured to the frames with a
high-strength adhesive to
prevent the glazing from
“popping out”; many windows and doors used rubber gaskets which do not
provide any signiﬁcant resistance to the glazing being
ripped from the frames, and
should never be used in a
hurricane prone zone.
tͳF XJOEPXT BOE EPPST
must be properly installed
with suﬃciently long stainless steel screws around the
entire perimeter of the window. According to Domus
Window and Doors CEO
Terrance B. Ortt, a large
percentage of the failures
of windows, doors and/or
shutters occurred because
they were inadequately secured to the building structures.
All Domus Hurricane Resistant products are manufactured and installed in accordance with these four basic
principles. In addition, Do-

mus does not sell products
it “thinks” should survive a
hurricane; it tests each and
every one of its hurricane
resistant products to ensure
each will perform properly
in a hurricane.
Prior to Hurricane Irma,
Domus had tested all of its
hurricane resistant products for both impact resistance as well as wind load
resistance up to 173 mph.
However, Irma had sustained winds of 185 mph, so
Domus decided to increase
the wind load resistance of
all of its hurricane products.
Ortt says Domus has the
only Eastern Caribbean test
lab capable of properly testing windows and doors for
hurricane resistance. The
company has now upgraded
and tested all of its hurricane products to 200 mph
(which is higher than the
strongest of Caribbean hurricanes experienced over
the past 150 years, and an
increase of wind load resistance by 33%).
Based upon the real-life experience of hurricanes Irma
and Maria, Ortt noticed that
products with Domus Security Laminate Glass provided similar impact resistance
to windborne debris as the
much more expensive HighImpact hurricane resistant
products. With this knowledge, Domus developed a
new, much less expensive,
but still highly eﬀective
“Domus Economical Hurricane Resistant” product
line, which combines wind
load resistance of 200 mph
(the same as its High-Impact hurricane products)
with its more economical
Security-Laminate glass.
The only diﬀerence between the speciﬁcations for
the two hurricane product
lines is as follows:
tͳF )JHI*NQBDU )VSSJcane Resistant products will
withstand three impacts
of ASTM E 1886 and 1996
Missile “D” (8-foot-long
2-inch x 4-inch wooden
missiles striking the win-

dow or door at 50 feet per
second).
tͳF &DPOPNJDBM )VSSJcane Resistant products will
withstand three impacts
of ASTM E 1886 and 1996
Missile “C” (4-foot-long
2-inch x 4-inch wooden
missiles striking the window or door at 40 feet per
second).
Domus has publicly demonstrated the strength of its
High-Impact windows and
doors by repeatedly striking
the units with a large sledge
hammer – the demonstration is available at www.
domuswindows.com. “Before consumers buy a supposedly hurricane resistant
product, it is suggested they
test one unit with this basic
test method to ensure the
safety and security of loved
ones and cherished property,” Ortt advises.
In addition to providing
superior hurricane protection, the following is true
of Domus products:
tͳFZBSFPGNPEFSOEFTJHO
with the most pleasing aesthetics and highest quality
tͳFZ BSF IJHIMZ FOFSHZ FGﬁcient – solar heat gain can
be cut almost in half which
reduces the size of A/C
units and energy consumption
tͳFZ QSPWJEF FYDFMMFOU TFcurity
tͳFZMBTUBMJGFUJNFoB
year warranty is standard
Visit the Domus website.
Contact info: WhatsApp
(868)
359-6666;
email
sales@domuswindows.com
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Invest in your own reverse
osmosis system with EXOFOR
When it comes to well drilling, reverse osmosis desalination plants, water puriﬁcation
and treatment services and sewage systems,
EXFOR in French St. Martin and its team are
the professionals you need to get the job done.
EXOFOR is a sister company of Aguanuestra,
which was established in Venezuela in 1995.
In 2004, the company spread its wings and expanded to St. Martin, where it currently operates executing projects locally and abroad. “We
decided to come to Saint Martin / Sint Maarten
from Venezuela so that we can have a central
location in the Caribbean, and because it was
a good market,” EXOFOR General Manager
Maxence de Blegiers said.
As for the name EXOFOR, de Blegiers said,
“FOR” means to drill, in French, and the use of
“EXO” was meant to signify “modern” drilling.
When it was ﬁrst established, the company initially specialised in the drilling of fresh water
wells in arid regions, then in drilling of brackish and sea water wells. Over the years, the
company has diversiﬁed its operations and expanded its range of activities to oﬀer the complete water treatment cycle, in a permanent effort to protect the environment.
For more than 20 years, EXOFOR has been
oﬀering turnkey solutions perfectly adapted
to Caribbean islands, including well drilling,
reverse osmosis desalination plants, water puriﬁcation and treatment services and sewage
systems.
EXOFOR is knowledgeable about the Caribbean market speciﬁcities. It boasts hardworking
employees, who are ready to serve customers
with professional work. It has project engineers, experienced drillers and skilled technicians to get the job done, and it boasts a portfolio of more than 500 customer-references in
the Caribbean. The company has done projects
from French Guiana to Cuba, where it recently
sold its ﬁrst desalinization plant.
The company oﬀers solutions for residential
(single and multifamily homes), industrial and
municipal. It says it’s a competitive company
for all your water needs.

“The main activity of EXOFOR is and has been
drilling projects. We have been drilling in the
Caribbean with activities from Aruba to Haiti,”
EXOFOR General Manager Maxence de Blegiers said, adding that EXOFOR now oﬀers
the complete chain of the water treatment services, from digging wells to desalinating water,
distributing it, treating sewerage water and
returning the treated water back to nature for
irrigation purposes. “Today, water treatment
and especially sewage, is one of our biggest activities.”
Asked what makes EXOFOR stand out in the
crowd, de Blegiers said the company oﬀers the
complete range of services when it comes to
water; it is also an end user and it is knowledgeable on the best equipment for the job.
De Blegiers said persons should choose EXOFOR because it is a unique and knowledgeable
company with skilled and knowledgeable staﬀ.
Since Hurricane Irma, EXOFOR has been very
busy rebuilding damaged sewage plants, as well
as damaged desalinisation plants.
EXOFOR’s oﬃce and workshop were completely destroyed during Irma. The company
had 150 metres of water in its oﬃces after the
storm. It has been able to rebuild its premises
since the hurricane and has been back in operation.
De Blegiers urges everyone to keep in mind
when rebuilding, that future hurricanes might
be stronger that Irma, so make sure to rebuild
stronger and better.
De Blegiers founded EXOFOR along with a
team of persons such as engineers, mechanics
and electricians. As a result, “we are able to face
most of all our technical challenges,” she said.
EXOFOR is located at lot 149 Baie Nettle, 97150
in Saint Martin, just in front of the former Layla’s Restaurant, at the entrance of Nettle Bay.
The company can be reached at tel. +590 590
52 83 22, +1 239 2443964, fax: +590 590 27 59
34 or Skype: EXOFOR.
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BMC: Your construction needs
covered from start to finish
Bâtiment
Matériaux
Construction (BMC) has
got you covered from start
to ﬁnish, in all of your construction needs. Founded
in 2005, BMC recently expanded to the Dutch side,
opening under the name
MBC. More expansion
plans lay ahead for this
passionate company, as it
continues to grow.
BMC has broadened its
founding principles, making the following the core
of its expansion and quality
of services:

-Three major players, each
with a long experience of
more than 20 years in the
construction industry, in
the Caribbean, in mainland
France and in exports.

through after-sales service.

quakes and storms, with
a short construction time
(around three months), and
at a competitive price (with
savings of nearly 30 per cent
compared to traditional
construction).

-Three founding operating
principles: an integrated
team at the oﬃce, made up
of engineers and qualiﬁed
technicians, work supervi-Three professions united sors and team leaders by
in a single company, al- sector, and sub-contractors. Signiﬁcant investments in
lowing BMC to meet all of
materials and construction
your needs and to control In 2019, BMC took an im- machinery allow it to work
the entire chain. BMC has portant turn in its develop- independently on large
you covered from analysis ment by integrating modern construction sites, such as
to purchasing, oﬀering sup- tools into its management, those of hotels, and to keep
plies, managing construc- with the launching of a a strong partnership with
tion, excavation, demoli- revolutionary
construc- leading French national intion, the ﬁnishing touches, tion method, which makes surer SMABTP, and bank
marketing, all the way buildings resilient to earth- CIC. This guarantees clients properly completed work, and develops your dreams,
and ﬁnancial guarantee.
while taking pride in respecting technical and ﬁIn 2020, BMC established nancial
commitments,
itself on the Dutch side of deadlines, and the environthe island with the subsid- ment.
iary called MBC.
With BMC, building is
The year 2021 will be more than a job, it’s a
marked by the company ex- passion!
panding to the neighbouring islands, further into the Contact the company by
Caribbean, and to mainland visiting the Egret Building,
France. BMC tells a story of Unit 1, Welfare Road #46,
women and men passionate Cole Bay. Call 0690 34 12
about their profession: Con- 74 or email info@matestruction.
rials-building-contractor.
com
BMC builds your projects

DIY Projects to Avoid
Redoing your bathroom
plumbing
You may be able to ﬁx a leaky
sink or running toilet yourself, but don’t attempt to demolish and rebuild your bathroom plumbing without getting a professional involved.
The plumbing and electric
in a bathroom remodel are
so close in proximity that
it’s imperative you have the
right person with the expertise. And if you need more
proof that DIY-ing this home
project is a bad idea, there is
potential for “disastrous” results like electrocution and
ﬂooding.
Fixing roof shingles
While it may seem like no big
deal to tack up a few missing
shingles yourself, if you do
so improperly, you’re setting
your home up for major interior damage. A bad DIY job
can cause leaks into the attic,
water draining behind siding
instead of into the gutter, and

will void any warranty from complicated task to licensed and potentially cause struc- windows could lead to major
expenses down the line. An
tural issues over time.
professionals.
the manufacturer.
amateur window installation
may increase your energy
Installing a new light ﬁx- Demolition of electrical Drilling into walls
Hanging a TV stand seems bills. Another concern with
components
ture
Online tutorials make install- Even if you feel like you can simple enough – until you a DIY job? Even the smalling new light ﬁxtures seem safely remove an outlet or ﬁnd yourself saddled with a est gap between the window,
easy enough, but there are junction box yourself, hir- much bigger repair, that is. framing, and walls can set
enough risks involved that ing a licensed electrician will When drilling for installa- you up for water leaks and
you’re better oﬀ calling a serve you better in the long tion, you may not know that mould damage.
professional for this one, too. run. In addition to requiring wires and pipes run on the
Even if you turn the switch speciﬁc, location-based per- back of your wall. Amateurs Adding a skylight
oﬀ, there could still be live mits, a licensed professional can electrocute themselves, Installing a skylight can inwiring in the box, putting you will help you determine what burst a pipe, or even cause a stantly brighten any room –
or ruin it, if you’re not careful.
can and can’t be done before leak if they’re not careful.
at risk for electrocution.
If it is not installed perfectly,
you start ripping things out.
it will ultimately leak and
Replacing windows
Replacing your electrical
It may seem like a straight- cause extensive problems.
Repairing drywall
panel
While having the appropriate Think you’ve got what it takes forward job, but making an What kind of problems, you
electrical panel to cover your to drywall a room because error while replacing your ask? Potential ﬂooding, rot,
home’s energy needs may you’ve got the time and tools
reduce your risk of a house necessary for the job? Think
ﬁre, installing a new panel again. Hanging drywall and
yourself is never a good idea. skim coating takes skill and
There are risks of electrocu- is messy. He warns that DIY
tion, code non-compliance, jobs often lack the polish of
and safety concerns – like work done by a professional.
electrical ﬁres – that come
with bad DIY wiring jobs. Finishing unﬁnished rooms
You’re better oﬀ leaving this That unﬁnished room may
seem like a prime spot to
add some framing and drywall, but similarly, if you’re
not using a professional to
handle the job, you could ﬁnd
yourself in serious trouble. If
you don’t have architectural
drawings with loads calculated by an engineer and a contractor with lots of experience, it’s a recipe for disaster.
Doing so may even add too
much weight to your home

and mould issues. And even
if you’re having a pro tackle
this project, make sure you’re
careful – ensure there’s a
warranty on both the skylight
itself and the contractor’s labour.
Replacing an electric stove
with a gas one
Eager to ditch that old-fashioned electric stove for a gas
range? Account for a contractor fee as well as the appliance
itself. Gas is both poisonous
and ﬂammable; and large
numbers of gas accidents occur because of improper assembly, connection, or installation issues with stoves.
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COLOUR TRENDS FOR 2021: HIGH GLOSS CEILINGS
WARM EARTHY TONES AND VIVID GREEN HUES

creating warm cocooning spaces
that feel intimate, inviting and faDark and stormy is still up there miliar with consumers embracing
when it comes to colour trends warmer, more natural colours.
– this time used on staircases,
feature windows or woodwork Earthy, stonier tones alongside
to bring elegant deﬁnition to soft welcoming greens are becoma space. A deep plum or black ing increasingly popular, providwith a red undertone makes for ing a restful alternative to cooler
a warmer and more striking al- choices. These gentle neutrals can
ternative to the popular deep be used in all areas of the home,
charcoal greys and blue-blacks. adding warmth as well as a sophisIt adds warmth to cooler pal- ticated, complementary canvas for
ettes, and pairs beautifully with fabrics, wallcoverings and furnishings from all genres.
pink and nude tones.
Choose deep jewel shades

Combine pink and green for an Bring back red
on trend mix
Yes, red. This bold and notoriThe unusual colour pairing that ously diﬃcult shade to decorate
is hot pink and forest green is with is having a bit of renaissance,
unmissable; it is seen every- again proving that the 2021 colour
where right now across walls, trends aren’t about following rules.
homeware and even daring If you are wary of using primary
kitchens like this viral kitchen colours in your home then test out
combination. Green and pink deep terracotta or dark pinks; but
are complementary colours as if you really want to feel the joyous
they sit opposite each other on optimism this colour can bring,
the traditional colour wheel and the bolder the better.
enhance each other and are far
less contrasting than green and Be inspired by nature
red.
The year 2020 was a big year for
getting back to nature, the ruAdd a touch of electric blue
ral idyll had more of an appeal
Blue is a classic colour, no than ever and that quickly seeped
change there that it’s on-trend. into how we were decorating our
But we are used to seeing dark homes even in the cities. And in
blues, navy and blue/blacks. 2021, we continue to be inspired
However, for 2021, the shades at by nature and a big colour trend
the brighter end of the spectrum is green. Olive greens, emerald
are making a comeback. Bril- greens, sage greens – they are evliant sky blues and vivid cobalt erywhere right now and it’s such
bring fun and creativity into a an easy, versatile shade to bring
room, even when used in a very into your home. Pair it with lovely
small amount. Copy this colour natural textures and wooden actrend and test out a brave blue cents for a feeling of tranquillity.
by just painting your woodwork
or your shutters. It will have just Add bolder colours with furnias much of an impact, but is ture
more liveable than if you were to
If bright colours spark joy for you
take it to the walls.
– but going bold on the walls feels
Replace cool greys with neu- too much – choose strong colours
on furniture pieces instead. This is
tral stone hues
a really easy way to create impact
The neutral trend for 2021 con- without colour overpowering the
tinues subtly away from cold space. A beloved colour right now,
greys and traditional creams, which is a sure comeback this year,
towards warmer neutral stone is a primary red. It’s bright, but
tones. This trend is all about the clean notes in the red make it

feel vintage and therefore timeless
amongst modern interiors.

Mix bright colours with warm
metallics
Often an afterthought when devising an interior scheme, metal ﬁnishes can make all the diﬀerence
to the look and feel of a space, as
can be seen in this blue kitchen.
Texture and level of sheen aside,
essentially, they read as colours.
Decisions in hardware, brassware,
lighting or furniture can alter, rebalance or unify a space and its
palette.
Turn to warm earthy tones
Move over, grey. These earthy
tones are overtaking cool neutrals.
Adding instant warmth; shades
like terracotta, honey hues and
even the once shunned beige do
reﬂect that warmth that makes our
homes feel more comforting and
inviting. Earthy colours that bring
the outside in are having a moment again, for obvious reasons.
Look to classic neutrals too which
provide reassurance.
Just make sure to stop them from
being sapping, draining, moodhoovering shades by livening them
up with pops of colour. We all need
it, and just a splash will do the
job. Pair these toasty shades with
a bright white, or even a touch of
black to give them a contemporary
edge. And be sure to layer them
up, too, to create a lovely tonal effect.
Experiment with a grown up
pink
After its renaissance back in 2017
with Pantone’s Millennial Pink,
it’s stuck around, taking on a few
diﬀerent forms, but this rosy hue
has taken its place with grey, green
and navy blue as the most popular
colours to decorate with. The key
to giving these rosy hues a more
grown-up feel is to pair them with
dark colours. In this pink bathroom, see how the black ﬂoor
and cabinet give space drama and
depth, it doesn’t feel too Barbie’s

Malibu Dreamhouse because of
that contrast.
Go two-tone in a kitchen
Why choose one colour for your
kitchen when you can choose
two, or three? You can go as bold
or as subtle as you like with different shades for your wall cabinets and your ﬂoor cabinets, a
stand-out island or pinch the
idea from this black kitchen and
add a splash of colour with your
appliances.
Lean into the yellow colour
trend
What a gorgeous, sunny dining room; and it just proves how
warm and welcoming yellow can
in fact be! There has been a rise
in this uplifting shade this year
(unsurprisingly) mostly in a more
muted, toned-down form, which
is a surprisingly liveable shade
even when used on four walls.

Yellow is taking centre stage with
its ability to add instant positivity
to a space. It is an inviting colour
that makes us feel uplifted, happy
and energized, so is perfect for a
hallway, kitchen, living space or
a front door. It is wonderful to be
able to introduce new yellows that
celebrate this desire for warmth
and joy.
Play with high gloss ﬁnishes
Not only are we exploring new
shades, but the ﬁnishes we are
using are changing too. Gloss ﬁnishes on ceilings, for example, are
emerging as an incredible way
to add a sense of playfulness to a
room, and depth to existing colour. The ﬁnish is inspired by pubs
of the 50s and 60s with close ceilings for a necessity, because they
had to be easily wiped clean. Today, it’s a wonderful way to bounce
light and colour around the room.
The eﬀect is quite magical.
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Join The Kitchen Family!
~ We’re looking for resellers on the islands ~
Created in 1917, The
Kitchen Family has
more than 100 years of
experience in the kitchen market. Among the
European leaders, we
produce more than 750
kitchens per day in our
factories in Germany.
Already present in some
50 countries including the United States,
Australia, China, Russia
and all of Europe, we are
now also in the West Indies Arc.
The
Kitchen
Family kitchens are available exclusively through
qualified furniture and
kitchen retailers. That is
why as part of our commercial development in
the Caribbean, from our
regional management
in Saint-Martin, we are
looking for resellers on
each of the islands of the
West Indian Arc.
The brand seal “Made
in Germany” goes far
beyond the production
location for us. German
Quality is taken very

seriously in all areas of ments in state-of-theproduction in our group art production facilities,
efficient
production
of companies.
technologies, high enWe take a lot of time and vironmental standards
make targeted invest- and responsible suppli-

ers.
Our products of tomorrow should not only be
modern, but also sustainable and durable –
deep-rooted values to
discover behind each
and every door and in
all drawers of our kitchens – as a standard
that’s self-evident.
But this ecological desire does not prevent us
from being innovative!
We are, in fact, winners
of the BMK-Innovation
price 2018 and 2019.
Are you a professional
wishing to create a business, or expand your
range of products? Contact us and we will be
happy to show you our
support services. From
design to delivery to
your customer, we are a
family…
Contact Guillaume via
email at guillaume.loyal@cw-sxm.com or by
phone at +590 590 873637.

